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Denipro

Innovative system supplier with extensive expertise in
developing solutions
Atlanta/Weinfelden, April 4, 2016. Swiss company Denipro AG is a specialist in
rolling conveyor technology. As a system supplier, the medium-sized
company from Weinfelden in the Canton of Thurgau stands for technological
leadership, quality, and also proximity to its customers. In recent years,
Denipro has acquired a sound reputation in the intralogistics and
manufacturing sectors with technically accomplished and innovative products
like deniway, easychain, denimove, or its latest development, denisort.
Worldwide evidence of this status comes from customers like Nestlé,
Mondelez, Volkswagen or DHL – to name just a few. In future, Denipro will
further extend its position as a system supplier, banking on its expertise in
developing solutions that open up ways for virtually all customers to optimize
their processes and sharpen their competitive edge.

At Denipro, in-depth knowledge of the product plus a high level of expertise with
regard to the process have always formed the basis for a product range that, in just a
few years, has allowed this family-owned company to take up a position from where
it can initiate further growth. The Swiss company, which in the 1980s began as a
simple supplier to the postpress processing sector, has since undergone a
remarkable transformation. Denipro has matured into a system supplier which,
working in close consultation with the customer, can offer optimal, customized
turnkey solutions for almost any application in the areas of manufacturing,
intralogistics and packaging/filling. From planning through delivery to servicing and
maintenance, the company is able to advise and support all customers throughout
the entire life cycle of the project.
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In so doing, every customer is set to benefit from the basic principle behind all
product lines developed by Denipro, which are without exception modular in
construction. If over the course of time customers’ requirements should change, as a
general rule it is easy to modify and extend their Denipro installations. The basic
Denipro credo of “rolling, not sliding” also generates great advantages for each
customer. Because as a result – as confirmed by a Technische Universität Chemnitz
research project – there is a marked reduction in the undesirable high friction
occurring at many locations along a conveyor line. In other words: due to their
substantially lower frictional resistance, Denipro installations are generally far less
prone to wear, and require almost no maintenance. For the customer, that pays for
itself with comparatively low operating costs over the entire working life of a Denipro
line.

Despite its somewhat medium-sized character, Denipro is represented throughout
the world. This is possible thanks to the strong partners that the company has at its
side: like Ferag AG, which is also active in the intralogistics sector, Denipro is part of
the Walter Reist Holding AG international corporate group. The group is the owner –
partly through WRH Marketing AG ‒ of branches and commercial agencies in more
than 20 countries. At the same time, it can look back on an almost 60-year tradition
of sophisticated capital goods sector products.
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System supplier with a high potential for innovation: the Denipro AG
complex in the Swiss town of Weinfelden.
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